
WE’VE HAD A GREAT DEAL OF
FUN CREATING OUR DRINKS MENU, 

WORKING ON QUIRKY CONCOCTIONS
FOR ALL OF YOU TO ENJOY.

LET GREAT DAYS TURN INTO EVEN BETTER 
NIGHTS AND JOIN US FOR A DRINK!

 Cheers Andrew & Nick

DRINKS





WE’VE WORKED HARD TO CREATE THIS 
LATEST EDITION OF OUR MENU.

FROM THE COCKTAILS WE CREATE, TO 
THE PREMIUM SPIRITS WE ALWAYS USE. 
OUR WINE IS CAREFULLY SELECTED TO 

COMPLIMENT OUR FOOD, AND OUR BEERS 
ARE ALWAYS TOP NOTCH. THEY ALL HAVE TO 

DELIVER UNIQUENESS AND QUALITY.

WE HOPE YOU ENJOY OUR NEWEST 
CREATIONS AND HAVE AS MUCH FUN  

AS WE DID TASTING THEM.

ENJOY!

Andrew & Nick

SPECIAL THANKS TO MATIAS OUR BAR MANAGER FROM 
NOTTINGHAM FOR THE WEIRD AND WONDERFUL 

CREATIONS, A TRULY TALENTED INDIVIDUAL.



CHERRY DROP    £4.95 

The perfect blend of amaretto, cranberry and grenadine, combined
to create the taste of the classic well-loved sweet.

LEMON SHERBET    £4.95 

A vodka cocktail, based on the traditional lemon flavoured sweet.
Our version is pink due to its infusion with candy floss!

2-4-8 2 OF THE SAME FOR £8.00,
2PM UNTIL 8PM EVERY DAY

PARMA VIOLET    £4.95 

Gin based cocktail, perfect for people that have a sweet tooth!
Looks and tastes exactly like the retro purple sweet.

BANANA SPLIT    £4.95 

Delighting tables for more than 100 years, this dreamboat dessert is
now in perfect liquid form.  Vodka, banana liqueur and caramel

bring back childhood memories.

SCREWBALL    £4.95

A grown up, liquid version of the classic favourite bubblegum flavour,
combined with a classy gin and a dash of lemon

GEORGE’S VERY OWN SWEET SHOP FOR GROWN UPS!
SWEET SHOP

OR £4.95 EACH

FAB    £4.95 

Bring back the memories of the seaside with this refreshing ice lolly
flavour inspired concoction. Just like this family favourite, the layers

and flavour of the vodka based cocktail combine perfectly!



OUR MOST POPULAR COCKTAILS... CLASSICS FOR A REASON!
OUR CLASSICS

BLUEBERRY FIZZ     £8.50

Classic gin fizz with an added
George’s twist, using our own 

blueberry syrup to compliment
the sweet and sour balance.

CUCUMBER MARGARITA      £8.50

A refreshing twist on a Mexican favourite.  Tequila, triple sec, lime and cucumber.

PORN STAR MARTINI      £8.50

A modern classic originally from 
Australia. We use vanilla vodka, 

Passoa, passion fruit syrup and apple 
juice to give a little twist.

Served with a shot of Prosecco.

BOUNTY COLADA      £8.50

Our own version of a Piña Colada - 
coconut rum, pineapple juice

coconut milk and cinnamon syrup,
all shaken together and served
with Bounty chocolate on top.

2-4-14 2 OF THE SAME FOR 
£14.00 OR £8.50 EACH

AVAILABLE ALL DAY, EVERY DAY

DRUNKEN SAILOR      £8.50

Our version of a sours, made with 
Sailor Jerry rum, amaretto and a 
kick of ginger from our very own

George’s ginger beer. 

BRIGHTON BLOOMER      £8.50

Boozy lemonade with
Bloom gin, lemon juice and

seasonal sloe gin.  A refreshing
and sharp drink, perfect to 

cleanse the palette. 

CANDY ANNIE      £8.50

Developed on a night out with Annie, 
using vodka and gin, George’s passion 
fruit syrup, lemon juice and George’s 
own rhubarb and custard, served with

a ball of candy floss. 



DISCOVER MORE OF OUR FAVOURITES

2 OF THE SAME FOR
£14.00 OR £7.95 EACH

THE CLASSICS

2-4-14
AVAILABLE ALL DAY, EVERY DAY

ESPRESSO MARTINI     £7.95

This British favourite was born in 1984, when a top British model walked into a 
London bar, asking for a drink that ‘could wake her up’. Our take on this classic 

includes vodka, Kahlua, vanilla syrup and coffee!

SNOWBALL    £7.95

Reminisce on the good old days with this festive classic. Advocaat, lemonade and a 
little extra warmth from cinnamon make this perfect for a change in the weather.

ORANGE & PASSION FRUIT COLLINS    £7.95

Gin, lemon juice, passion fruit syrup and orange juice,
topped with a dash of soda. 

COSMOPOLITAN    £7.95

An American classic that has been given our own British twist, with cranberry
juice, peach liqueur, premium vodka and citrus, with a dash of orange bitters.

MOJITO    £7.95

Our mojitos are blended with your choice of refreshing flavour, all mixed together 
with fresh mint and a good old dash of Havana rum. 

Choose from one of our delectable flavours: CLASSIC / STRAWBERRY 

SOURS    £7.95

Shaken with fresh lemon juice and a good dash of bitters.
Choose from: AMARETTO, WHISKY OR RUM

AVIATION    £7.95

Noted for its beautiful colour, this old-school classic was created in the suburbs
of New York. It’s a magical blend of gin, maraschino liqueur, violet syrup and citrus.



BOOZY PEACH FLOSS     £7.95

Our peach version of a daiquiri. White rum, peach liqueur and citrus,
shaken together and served with candyfloss.

CHERRY BAKEWELL    £7.95

All the classic flavours of a Cherry Bakewell, but in a drink! Amaretto, coffee
and cream are served with a homemade cherry liqueur cream and caramel.

MATRIX    £8.95

The base of this cocktail is premium vodka and triple sec.
Choose the red pill and you get a sweet cocktail (mango and passion fruit)

or choose the blue pill and you get a sour cocktail (citrus). 
Or break the rules of the Matrix and mix them both. It’s your decision Neo. 

LIP-SMACKING LADY    £8.95

A re-worked version of the classic White Lady. The dryness from our house gin 
mixed with bitter Grand Marnier and lemon juice, finished off with our sweet 

red wine and honey vinegar, giving this classic a tangy twist to remember.

APPLE CRUMBLE FOR 2    £12.95

Your favourite dessert as an afternoon tea, served warm. A blend of spiced 
Caribbean rums, homemade cinnamon syrup and apple juice, with a brandy

custard liqueur and crumble cubes infused with Hendricks gin.
SERVES 2 PEOPLE

HERE AT GEORGE’S WE ARE CONSTANTLY DRIVING TO CHALLENGE
THE TRADITIONAL SENSE OF A COCKTAIL. ENJOY!

GEORGE’S WEIRD &
WONDERFUL CREATIONS

WINTER MIST     £8.95

Smooth gin, mixed with sweet vermouth and a homemade spiced syrup, 
shaken together and smoked with crushed cinnamon giving it the perfect 

smell and flavour for a warming winter cocktail.



FRENCH 75 £5.95

A timeless classic of gin and bubbles that will 
never grow old. Perfect as an apperitif or a 

little tipple to lighten the mood.

BLUEBERRY & SLOE GIN £6.45

Created with Chase sloe gin and our blueberry 
syrup, and topped with Italian fizz. 

RHUBARB FIZZ £5.95

Our rhubarb fizz is a tangy but refreshing 
cocktail, made with Italian fizz and our 

rhubarb and custard syrup.

APEROL SPRITZ £6.45

This refreshing Italian liqueur is topped with 
Italian fizz and garnished with an orange slice.

SPARKLING / SPRITZ

ALL £4.25 EACH
MOCKTAILS

VIRGIN MOJITOS 

Made using lime and mint and topped 
with lemonade (our Cucumber & 

Elderflower virgin mojito is topped 
with elderflower tonic). Choose your 

flavour from the below: 
CUCUMBER & ELDERFLOWER
STRAWBERRY / BLUEBERRY

THE GREEN

We shake apple and pineapple
juice with citrus and mint, to create 

this refreshing and surprisingly 
green mocktail topped
with fresh pineapple.

SUNRISE 

A blend of orange and pineapple juice, 
layered with grenadine to create a

sunrise effect.

VIRGIN FAB 

Inspired by the classic ice lolly and 
taken from our sweet shop cocktail 
menu, it’s been adapted to make it

the perfect refreshing drink.

CANDY BABY 

George’s passion fruit syrup, 
lemon juice and George’s own 

rhubarb and custard, served with 
a ball of candy floss. 

POP STAR MARTINI

George’s own recipe contains passion 
fruit syrup, vanilla syrup, apple juice 

and citrus all shaken together and 
served with a shot of lemonade.



ALL £4.25 EACH

ALL £5.95 EACH

PAVLOVA

A fruity and delicious milkshake, made using our own syrups
and topped with whipped cream and sprinkles.

MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP

A refreshing milkshake, with a classic mint chocolate flavour
and topped with whipped cream and a flake.

SOLERO

A tropical sensation, with exotic flavours blended together to create
a sweet treat.  Topped with whipped cream and fresh pineapple.

TOFFEE

A creamy blend of vanilla, caramel and cinnamon for a bit of warmth.

PAVLOVA

Just like the soft version, but with a hint of amaretto liqueur 
for the grown-ups…

MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP

A blend of classic mint chocolate flavours, with a little kick of vodka.

SOLERO

Just imagine you’re relaxing on a beach, and enjoy our tropical milkshake 
served with a shot of Havana rum.

TOFFEE

A creamy blend of vanilla, caramel and cinnamon to ‘beat hunger’ 
while a dash of hazelnut liqueur gives an extra pick me up.

GEORGE’S MILKSHAKES WITH OUR VERY OWN TWIST!
GEORGE’S MILKSHAKES

OUR BOOZY SHAKES KNOW HOW TO PARTY!
ADD SOME BOOZE?



GEORGE’S PROPER LAGER 
Half: £2.30, Pint: £4.50

ABV: 3.5% A fresh, clean and subtle hop 
aroma, delicate malt sweetness and a crisp 

finish that’s marvelously refreshing.

CURIOUS BREW 
Half: £2.95, Pint: £4.95

ABV: 4.7% Brewed with Chapel Down 
white sparkling wine yeast for a drier, 

fresher, cleaner taste.

CURIOUS IPA 
Half: £2.95, Pint: £4.95

ABV: 4.4% Powerfully hoppy, brewed 
using the finest pale ale malt and three 

complimentary hops.

ANGLERS REWARD 
Half: £2.95, Pint: £4.95

ABV: 4.0% A refreshing golden
pale ale with a fruity bitterness 

& lingering aftertaste.

HARVIESTOUN
SCHIEHALLION      £3.95

(330ML) ABV: 4.8% Stunning craft lager 
with elegant head and luscious lacing, 

with a crisp palate and a lingering, 
fresh, grapefruity finish.

FREEDOM ORGANIC 
HELLES LAGER (VE)    £4.25

(330ML) ABV: 4.8% A reflection of the 
Munich Helles Style. A pale balanced 
lager that uses a clean malt canvas to 

showcase Hallertau Tradition hops. 
Organic and vegan.

INNIS AND NONE 
ALCOHOL FREE     £3.95

(330ML Can) ABV: 0.0% It’s bold, zesty 
and thirst quenching, with all the hops 
and flavour you want from a craft beer, 

just no alcohol. 

AGAINST THE GRAIN
GLUTEN FREE     £4.95

(500ML) ABV: 4.5% A premium
Gluten Free beer,  a full-flavoured

bitter with a creamy head.

ON DRAUGHT

BY THE BOT TLE

DEVIL’S BREW
Pint: £6.66

Our Proper Lager combined with a shot of
blackcurrant vodka and blueberry syrup.



ASPALLS HARRY SPARROW CIDER £4.95

(500ML) ABV: 4.6% Medium dry and sessionable with a floral
aroma and cedar overtones of apples.

ASPALLS ISABEL’S BERRY CIDER £4.95

(500ML) ABV: 3.8% Sweet with a good balance
and a lingering aftertaste of redcurrant and raspberry.

BOT TLED CIDER

HOOPER’S DANDELION & BURDOCK £5.50

(500ML) ABV: 4.0% Inspired by the traditional process of fermenting dandelions 
and burdock thistle roots to deliver a burst of fruitiness and tones of aniseed.

HOOPER’S PLUM & SLOE £5.50

(500ML) ABV: 4.0% Using natural British ingredients, Hooper’s
Plum & Sloe sparkling brew delivers true British refreshment.

SOMETHING
A TAD SWEETER



SPICED GINS
GINS ARE COMPLEX, JUST LIKE PEOPLE... CHOOSE A GIN THAT SUITS 
YOUR TASTE OR ASK YOUR SERVER TO SUGGEST THEIR FAVOURITE!

TANQUERAY RANGPUR £7.95
Botanicals: ginger, bay leaves, coriander 
The rare Rangpur lime traditionally used to 
smooth down the gin brings an exotic bold 
flavour to the already perfect combination 

of juniper, coriander, bay leaves and ginger. 
Infused with ginger and lime and served with 

a Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic. 

OPIHR   £7.95
Botanicals: cardamon, black pepper, 

cumin & coriander. Infused with the juniper, 
peppery flavour. Served with orange peel 

and fresh ginger.

GIN MARE £7.95
Botanicals: olives, thyme, basil & rosemary. 

Made just outside of Barcelona, it’s 
botanicals are inspired by the Mediterranean, 

giving it a savoury but balanced flavour. 
Served with olives, rosemary and  
Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic.

SPIRIT OF GEORGES £9.95
Botanicals: cinnamon, lime, coriander, 
angelica & juniper. A small batch hand 

crafted gin from Cheshire. A little on the dry 
side, served with Light Fever-Tree Tonic.

DRY GINS

SIPSMITH £7.95
Botanicals: cinnamon & Sevillian orange. 

Dryness leads, with spicy juniper and 
a hint of lemon tart emerging through 

this Sipsmith gin, gently infused 
with a lemon twist.

CHASE GB £7.95
Botanicals: cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger, 
almond, coriander, cardamon, cloves, 

liquorice & lemon. Just like 
Chase’s elegant gin, Chase GB is distilled 
the same way. Infused with juniper buds 
and berries and also a selection of wild 

botanicals. Served with ginger, lime 
and a cinnamon stick.

HENDRICKS £7.95
Botanicals: cucumber & rose petals. 

An extraordinarily smooth gin with flavours 
of flowers, roots, fruits and seeds from 
all over the world. Served with slices 

of fresh cucumber.

WARNER EDWARDS 
HARRINGTON DRY GIN £8.95

Botanicals: elderflower, ginger & 
cardamom Its unique character and strong 

notes of cardamom and nutmeg make it
intensely warm and smooth; a true pioneer 
in its class. Served with a slice of orange 

and a dash of passion fruit syrup.

SPLENDID



BLOOM £7.95
Botanicals: honeysuckle & camomile. 

Distilled by the only known female gin distiller, 
it is a light, delicate and floral gin with a slightly 

sweet taste. Served with strawberry syrup 
and fresh strawberry garnish.

BURLEIGHS £7.95
Botanicals: orange & grapefruit. 

Infused with botanicals such as silver birch, 
dandelion, burdock and elderberries. Served 

with an orange twist.

CHASE ELEGANT £7.95
Botanicals: apple, lemon & orange peel. 
Distilled from Chase’s very own organically 
grown apples with a selection of botanicals 

added, this splendid gin is served 
with apple slices.

CAORUNN £7.95
Botanicals: apple & lemon. Distilled in the 
Scottish Highlands. Infused with apple slices 

and a dash of blueberry syrup.

SWEET GINS
ALL SERVED AS A DOUBLE MEASURE, ACCOMPANIED WITH 
A FEVER-TREE TONIC AND SPECIALLY SELECTED INFUSIONS.

FLAVOURED GINS

CHASE SEVILLE MARMALADE    £9.95
Botanicals: seville orange, liquorice, almond 

& elderflower. Based on a similar recipe to 
their marmalade vodka, we like it served 

with Fever-Tree Light Tonic.

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB
& GINGER GIN £8.95

Botanicals: orange slices. A handcrafted gin 
inspired by the English country garden. Infused 
the orange and a dash of our own rhubarb and 
custard syrup to make the delicate flavour of 

the gin stand out. 

BLOOM JASMINE AND ROSE     £8.95
Botanicals: jasmine, elderflower, lemon 

and rose petals. A delicate pink gin, 
created with botanicals selected for their 

fragrant sweetness and floral notes, served 
with Fever-Tree Elderflower Tonic.

JJ WHITLEY ELDERFLOWER GIN  £8.95
Botanicals: elderflower & orange blossom. 
This elderflower gin has soft scents of juniper, 

coriander and cinnamon to create a sweet 
velvety sensation and a fresh, floral bouquet. 

Served with a dash of fresh lime juice, a wedge 
of lime and a Fever-Tree Mediterranean tonic.

WHITLEY NEILL RASPBERRY     £8.95
Botanicals: raspberry, coriander, juniper 
& angelica. Flavours of juniper, coriander 

and liquorice that give way to a bright, fresh, 
vibrant taste of Scottish raspberries. Served 

with Light Fever-Tree Tonic. 

CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT
AND POMELO     £9.95

Botanicals: pink grapefruit, pomelo,
lemon & juniper. Sharp citrus flavours with 

hints of juniper and lime, served with 
Fever-Tree Light Tonic.

MOM GIN £8.95
Botanicals: red berries. Aromatic and fruity! 
Made with red berries and exotic botanicals 

that blend into an extremely gentle drink. 
Served with a dash of strawberry syrup, 
strawberry slices and elderflower tonic.

WHITLEY NEILL BLOOD 
ORANGE £8.95

Botanicals: orange, lemon, coriander 
& blood orange extract. With sweet fruity 
bursts of Sicilian blood oranges this award 

winning, handcrafted gin holds a smooth, crisp 
taste and is served with a Mediterranean Tonic, 

oranges and cloves.



PRIME CUTS WHITE 

WESTERN CAPE,SOUTH AFRICA. 
This old vine, hand picked Chenin Blanc, 
Grenache Blanc and Roussanne blend  
is a sensational steal!

CUVÉE JEAN-PAUL 
COLOMBARD DEMI-SEC 

GASCONY, FRANCE. 
Smooth and well balanced, this is an 
uncomplicated easy-drinking medium 
dry white wine of character.

GPG GARGANEGA, PINOT GRIGIO 

VENETO, ITALY. 
The Garganega grape is usually used in 
more expensive Soave, so adds flavour 
and weight to this Pinot Grigio.

THE LISTENING   
STATION CHARDONNAY 

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA. 
Cool as a cucumber unoaked Chardonnay 
yet with texture and weight - a perfect 
match with fish & chips.

175ML125ML 250ML BOTTLE

£2.95

£3.60

£3.95

£4.95

£5.30

£5.40

£6.50

£7.20

£15.95

£18.95

£20.95

£19.95

£3.95

FOR US, A WINE HAS TO BE SPECIAL AND COMPLIMENT THE FLAVOURS 
OF THE DISH. WE HAVE SAMPLED HUNDREDS OF WINES TO GET HERE. ENJOY.

WHITE WINE

ALL ROSE OR WHITE WINE CAN BE SERVED 
WITH A FEVER-TREE LEMONADE

OR SODA WATER FOR £1.65

(200ML BOTTLE - ENOUGH FOR TWO GLASSES!)

WANT TO MAKE IT LAST LONGER?



175ML125ML 250ML BOTTLE

THE CLOUD FACTORY, 
SAUVIGNON BLANC 

MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND. 
Classic and scrumptious. The Maori people
call New Zealand “the land of the long white
cloud” and after a quaff of this beauty you’ll
be strolling amongst the clouds for sure. 

DOMAINE ROBLIN, SANCERRE BLANC
’ENCLOS DE MAIMBRAY’ 

LOIRE, FRANCE. 
Send for a SES – Single Estate Sauvignon! 
A beautiful French classic from the Roblin 
family’s single vineyard ‘Enclos de Maimbray’.

£38.95

£4.50 £6.00 £8.00 £23.95



MONTE OTON GARNACHA
CAMPO DE BORGA, SPAIN. 
The Marilyn as we like to call our Mer-low.
Proper, ripe and with a plummy style.

CAPE HEIGHTS MERLOT 
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA.
A perfectly ripe and juicy Merlot 
from the Cape winelands. 

CONVIVIALE PRIMITIVO 
PUGLIA, ITALY.
A blooming bargain - Primivito from the 
heal of Italy is what the Americans call 
their pricier Zinfandels.

PABLO Y WALTER MALBEC 
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA. 
A pure expression of Malbec, bright red 
and juicy, rich chocolate flavours with a 
lick of oak to round out the edges. A must 
try with our steaks and charcoal grills!

ARTESA ORGANIC RIOJA 
RIOJA, SPAIN. 
This organic rioja means business! Bright 
cherry and raspberry aromas are balanced 
by sweet spice. It smells as good as it tastes. 

MONTIGOLI AMARONE 
DELLA VALPOLICELLA 
VENETO, ITALY. 
A turbo charged Italian stallion 
that’s as smooth as satin.

RED WINE

Mine and  Nick’s

personal favourite

175ML125ML 250ML BOTTLE

£3.40

£3.70

£3.70

£4.50

£4.95

£5.00

£6.00

£6.10

£6.75

£7.00

£8.00

£17.95

£19.95

£19.95

£23.95

£25.95

£4.50

£39.00



ANCORA ROSATO, 
MONFERRATO CHIARETTO 
PIEMONTE, ITALY. 
This Barbera/Pinot Noir blend is a marvellous 
alternative to Pinot Grigio Rose. 

ANOTHER STORY, WHITE 
ZINFANDEL ROSE 
CALIFORNIA, USA. 
A lovely, luscious, sun soaked, 
super strawberry laden rose.

ROSE WINE

CHAMPAGNE / SPARKLING
CHAMPAGNE LALLIER GRAND 
CRU GRANDE RESERVE 

AY, FRANCE. 
Champagne Lallier are a small family house 
who specialise in producing champagne.

DURELLO SPUMANTE, BRUT ‘PALLADIANO’ 
VENETO, ITALY. 
Blimey we love this new Italian fizz made from 
the Durello grape - we think it maybe 
better than Prosecco!

VERSETTO PROSECCO EXTRA DRY
VENETO, ITALY. 
A richer, perhaps more luxurious Prosecco.

175ML125ML 250ML BOTTLE

£3.25

£3.55

£4.50

£5.00

£4.25

£4.85

£25.95

£6.00

£6.50

£17.75

£39.00

£19.25

£22.95



SAILOR JERRY

KRAKEN

HAVANA CLUB 

KOKO KANU COCONUT RUM

BURLEIGHS

CAORUNN

BLOOMS

WILLIAM CHASE GB

OPIHR

TANQUERAY RANGPUR

KING OF SOHO 

SAFFRON 

CHASE ELEGANT

SIPSMITHS DRY

GIN MARE

WHITLEY NEILL RASPBERRY

WHITLEY NEILL BLOOD ORANGE

WHITLEY NEILL RHUBARB & GINGER

SPIRIT OF GEORGE’S

BLOOM JASMINE & ROSE

CHASE SEVILLE MARMALADE

CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT & POMELLO

PLYMOUTH 

THE BOTANIST

BATHTUB 

PINK PEPPER 

HENDRICKS

MARTIN MILLERS

SIPSMITH SLOE 

CHASE SLOE MULBERRY

WARNER EDWARDS DRY

MOM 

MONKEY 47 DRY £5.25 PER 25ML

GIN
25ML £3.50, 50ML £5.75

RUM
25ML £3.50, 50ML £5.75

AMARETTO

GRAND MARNIER

SOUTHERN COMFORT

HENNESESSY VS

PASSOA

BAILEYS (50ML ONLY)

SPIRITS & LIQUEURS
25ML £3.50, 50ML £5.75

SINGLE MEASURES



VODKA
25ML £3.50, 50ML £5.75

SINGLE MEASURES

WHISKY

BULLEIT BOURBON

BUSHMILLS ORGINAL

GRANTS

MONKEY SHOULDER

KNOB CREEK

GLENFIDDICH 12YO 

ISLE OF JURA SUPERSTITION 

SPECIALLY SELECTED 
LAGAVULIN 16YO

Mine and  Nick’s

personal favourite

25ML 50ML

£2.95

£2.95

£3.50

£4.50

£3.50

£5.50

£5.50

£5.75

£7.00

£5.75

£2.95 £5.50

£3.75 £6.50

£6.30

CHASE

CHASE ENGLISH OAK SMOKED

CHASE MARMALADE

CHASE RHUBARB

SIPSMITHS SIPPING VODKA

BLACKCURRANT VODKA



GEORGE’S LEMONADE

GEORGE’S DANDELION & BURDOCK

GEORGE’S GINGER BEER

GEORGE’S RHUBARB & CUSTARD

EAGER ORANGE & LEMONADE

EAGER CRANBERRY JUICE

EAGER TOMATO

EAGER APPLE JUICE

EAGER ORANGE JUICE

EAGER PINEAPPLE JUICE

FROBISHER GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

FROBISHER MANGO JUICE

GEORGE’S SOFTS
ALL £2.75 EACH

SOFT DRINKS

ASSORTED SOFT DRINKS
COKE GLASS BOTTLE £2.90

DIET COKE GLASS BOTTLE £2.50

COKE ZERO GLASS BOTTLE £2.50

FANTA ORANGE GLASS BOTTLE £2.90

BELU WATER - STILL OR SPARKLING (330ML) £1.95

BELU WATER - STILL OR SPARKLING (750ML) £3.45

APPLE & RASPBERRY FUSION £2.95

APPLE & MANGO FUSION £2.95

ORANGE & PASSION-FRUIT FUSION £2.95

APPLETISER £2.85



DECAF £2.45

LATTE £2.45

CAPPUCCINO £2.45

AMERICANO £2.25

ESPRESSO £1.95

DOUBLE ESPRESSO £2.25

MACCHIATO £2.25

MOCHA £2.65

CARAMEL LATTE £3.15

VANILLA LATTE £3.15

CINNAMON LATTE £3.15

YORKSHIRE TEA

EARL GREY

GREEN TEA & PEACH

PEPPERMINT TEA

RED BUSH

RED BERRY & FLOWER 

IRISH COFFEE

ORANGE LIQUEUR COFFEE

BAILEYS COFFEE

BRANDY COFFEE

THE KET TLE IS ON

GEORGE’S TEAS
ALL £2.25 EACH

COFFEE & HOT CHOCOLATE

GEORGE’S FLAVOURED COFFEE

HOT CHOCOLATE WITH CREAM & CADBURY FLAKE £2.85

SERVED IN A LATTE GLASS WITH A 25ML SHOT OF LIQUEUR
OF YOUR CHOICE, AMERICANO COFFEE AND LAYERED DOUBLE CREAM.

LIQUEUR COFFEES

ALL £4.95 EACH








